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Abstract
  It can be said that the goal in a volleyball game affects the gains and losses of the set. 
There are various types of goals, and it is thought that each type has a large or small 
impact. There are many previous studies explaining that the goals of various skills affect 
the gains and losses of the set. Most of them are studied by skill or throughout the set. 
From the above, I thought that it was necessary to consider the timing of conceding goals 
in the early, middle, and final stages, and the situation when there was a serve right and 
when there was no serve right. The purpose of this study was to clarify the type of goals 
scored and the effect on the gains and losses of sets in volleyball games by timing and sit-
uation.
  In this study, we targeted the All Japan Intercollegiate 2001-2018 final and semi-final 
third place playoffs. A total of 256 sets were targeted, with a total of 36 games and 128 
sets divided into winning teams and losing teams. Using the discriminant function, we 
investigated the effects of the gains and losses of the set by dividing it into goals for the 
entire set, early stage, middle stage, final stage, serve, and reception.
  The effect on the profit and loss of the set is large in the order of blocked, spike miss, 
spike point, serviced ace, and serve miss. The impact of a goal in the early stages of the 
set on the gains and losses of the set is greater in the order of blocked, serviced ace, 
spike miss, broken spike point, and serve miss. The impact of a goal in the middle of 
the set on the gains and losses of the set is greater in the order of blocked spike misses, 
spiked points, and serviced ace serve misses. The impact of a goal at the end of the set 
on the gains and losses of the set is greater in the order of blocked, spike point, spike 
miss, service ace, and serve miss. It is not possible to predict the outcome of a set based 
on the goal at the time of serving. The impact of losing points at the reception on the 
gains and losses of the set is greater in the order of blocked, spiked points, spike misses, 
and serviced ace.












































































































統 計 分 析 処 理 に は，IBM SPSS for 


























関数は Z ＝被ブロック＊ 0.579 ＋スパイク
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